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In this paper we study certain injective resolutions for some Hopf algebras.

An injective resolution for a coalgebra A with augmentation η is defined to

be such an exact sequence that

where K is the basic field, Xn are injective ^4-comodules and δn are morphism

of ^4-comodules. If A is connected and of finite type, then the cohomology

H-{A*) is, by definition, given by H-(K[JAX) = Cotor !(K,K) = Extλ*(K, K),

where A* is the graded dual of A (Milnor-Moore [10]). Moreover if A is

a Hopf algebra, an injective ^4-comodule Mis known to be free, that is M=A(g)kM

with comultiplicationψM=<^®l^ (Cartan [4], th. 9).

To calculate Extb (K9K) for an algebra B, it is sometimes convenient to

use an injective resolution for the coalgebra B* (for example, cobar construction).

In this paper we will use the method of Brown's twisted tensor product

construction so as to construct injective resolutions. As an application of this

method we can calculate directly the algebra Extj^ (Z2, Z2) for the subalgebra

j#ί=Z2{.sq

1

9 5 g

2 , , sq

7} of the Steenrod algebra J ^ ( 2 ) , which is determined

by 13 generators and 54 relations between them.

In the following, multiplications (denoted by φ) and comultiplications

(denoted by ψ) are to be associative, and differential operators (denoted by δ)

are of degree 1. Let L be a graded vector space over the ground field K of

characteristic p. Let L+ and L~ be the parts of even and odd degree respectively.

Let s: L-+ sL and π\ L-±πL be the suspension map and p-th power operation

respectively ([11], p. 190).

1. Twisted tensor product construction

The following theorem is owing to the associativity of ψA and <p5([3] and
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[11], §1).

THEOREM {Brown). Let A be a differential augmented coalgebra over K, B be

a differential augmented algebra over K with augmentation ε. Let Θ:A->B be a

K-linear map of degree 1 satisfying the following condition

εθ = O, δBθ+θδA+ΘUΘ=O

where θ\JΘ=φB(θ®θ)ψA.

Then A(g)B is a differential K-module with the differential operator

δθ = δA(g)l + l(g)δB+(l®φB)(l(g)θ(g)l)(ψA(g)\).

THEOREM. Let A be a differential augmented coalgebra over K with augmentation

η, L be a K-submodule ofJ(A) =Coker η, c: L-±A be the injection, θ: A-^Lbe a map

such thatθt =\L. Letθ-sθ: A-±sL, c^θs'1: sL-*A, and X=T{sL)jI the quotient

of the tensor algebra where I is the ideal generated by Im(θl)θ){l—cθ) = {θ{JΘ){Kerθ).

Then X is a differential K-algebra with the differential operator such that δ =—(θ\JΘ)c

on sL = XK The twisted tensor product X=A(S)X for θ is defined. X is a differential

A-comodule and a quotient of the cobar construction C(A) of A. X is a quotient of

C(A)=T(sJ(A)).

Especially if we take θ=l—ε: A-+ J(A), then X=C(A).

Proof. A map δ = — (θUθ)c: sL-ϊT(sL) is uniquely extended to δ:T(sL) -+T(sL)

satisfying δφ = φ{δ(g)l + l(g)δ). It follows that δlal and which makes X a

differential algebra.

By the fact that Xis a quotient ofC(A)> if X is acyclic and ̂  = 0, the product

in X induces the cup product in Extλ*(K,K).

2. Exterior algebra

Let E(L) be the exterior algebra generated by L such that L = L~ if p ^ψ 2.

It is a Hopf algebra with a comultiplication </>(#) =<z(x)l + l(x)β for # e L. Let

θ: E[L) ->L be the canonical projection. Then by §1 we have a differential

£(L)-comodule

X=E(L)(g)P(sL)

where P denotes the polynomial algebra. The Explicit formula for δx is given by

δ{a, αnα) = Σ , i ( - l ) ί + 1 « i άt an{sat)x9

Acyclicity is easily verified. X is a minimal resolution.
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3. Divided polynomial algebra

Let Γ(L) be the divided polynomial algebra generated by L such that L = ZΛ

It is a Hopf algebra with a comultiplication0(rfc(β))=Σf+y=A;Γf(α)(x)^ (β)forαeL.

Let θ\ Γ{L) -> L be the canonical projection. Then we have a differential Γ{L)-

comodule

X=Γ(L)(g)E{sL).

The Explicit formula for δx is given by

Acyclicity is easily verified. X is a minimal resolution.

4. Truncated polynomial algebra

Let Q{L) be the truncated polynomial algebra generated by L such that

L = L+ and p>0. It is a Hopf algebra with a comultiplication 0(β) = #(x)l + l(gtf

for « G L . If p = 2, then Q(L) = E(L) which is studied in §2. Suppose φ > 2.

Let #: Q{L)-+L be the canonical projection. Then we have a differential Q[L)-

comodule

It is not acyclic. However, X is also a Hopf algebra, we can again use the

twisted tensor product construction. Take a homogeneous basis {aa} of Ly

then {Παtf^Π^sα^lr^O, £0 = 0, 1} is a basis of X. Let M = Σ α Z 2 ^ ~ 1 saa, ω:
β

X-+M be the projection with respect to the above basis of X. Then we have

a differential K-module

Y = Q(L)®E(sL)(g)P{s2πL).

To prove Y being acyclic, we may suppose that L has the only one generator,

when a contracting homotopy is easily constructed. Y is a minimal resolution.

Y is also a quotient of the cobar construction C{Q{L)). Let L have the only

one generator a. Define a map / : C{Q(L))-ϊΫ as follows

s2πa)n, e = 0, 1, n ^ O

/ = 0 for the other monomials of C(Q(L)),

then / is a morphism of differential 7f-module. Cocycles [a],
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/—ZΓTZΓTΓ] a r e m a P P e d t o sa> s2πa respectively. /=l(x)/: C{Q(L)) -+Y

is a morphism of differential Q(L)-comodules. Therefore we have an isomor-

phism Cotor *P(K,K) = E(sL)(g)P(s2πL) as algebras.

5. Polynomial algebra
Let P{L) be a polynomial algebra generated by L such that L = L+. If p>0,

P(L) = Q(Σln>oπnL) as coalgebras.

By §2 for p = 2, §3 for p = 0 and §4 for p > 2, we have the following minimal

resolutions

P(L)®E(sL) for p = 0

for j> = 2,

o52π-+1L) for p > 2 .

6. Let A be a connected Hopf algebra of characteristic 2 such that the

primitive elements are indecomposable. Such an algebra is isomorphic to

E{L) as algebras where L = I{A)jI{A)2 (Milnor-Moore [10] 5.18 and 6.11). Let

Θ: A-ΪL be the canonical projection and e: L-^E{L)=A. Then we have a

differential A-comodule

X=A®P(sL).

Taking the augmentation nitrations, we observe that the associated graded

module of A is isomorphic to E{L) as Hopf algebras, and the associated

graded module of X is the minimal resolution for E{L) (§2).

Especially if A is the associated graded algebra of the dual of the Steenrod

algebra J^(2) with respects to the following filtration, the above consideration

is available. For an integer n = Σ ^ r 2 r , n r = 0, 1, set \n\=J^nr. By

+1 n I, a filtration given by

< n}

is closed under the multiplication and comultiplication. Denoting a{ by the

class of ξf in £°J^(2)*, we have

{ 0J^ 0}.

Comultiplication ψA is given by 0(α£) = Σ d&t*®***. These are discussed by May

[8].
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7. Let s&'n be the subalgebra of the Steenrod algebra J^f{2) generated by

4 , , s2q. It is a Hopf subalgebra of J%?(2). The dual Hopf algebra Λn

of S/n is .a quotient Hopf algebra

An =• Δ2\ζ^ y ?n+lll \?1 J s2 J > ίn+i)

of j ^ ( 2 ) * (Steenrod [12]).

A minimal injective resolution for Λo is given by ^40(x)P(5fi)5 an

(§2).

In Au let L be a submodule generated by the classes of ζly ξ\ and f2, #:

Λ1 ->L be the projection with respect to monomial basis of 4̂χ. Then we have

a differential A^comodule X=A1(g)X, where X is a differential algebra with

generators a1 = θζu a2 = θξl and & = #?2 satisfying the following relations

^ ! = 0, ^2 = 0, δb=a2a1.

A basis of Xis given by •Cfί1+2βtf|lβΓ1β?ftri 1^ = 0, l , r £ ^ 0 } . Defining a filtration

of X such that F w X = { f i 1 + 2 e 2 f 2

e 8 < 1 4 2 ^ s U 1 + £ 2 + 2 e 3 + r 1 + r 2 + 2 r 3 ^ n}, we observe

that the associated graded module of X is such a resolution as one in §6. This

implies that X is acyclic. As b2 belongs to the center of X, and d£4 = 0,

explicit formula for 8χ is given by

where /0 5 fu f2, / 3 are polynomials of au a2, b*. Hence we have

Ext j£i(Z2, Z2) = Z2[h0, hl9 «o»^o]/(*o î, Aϊ, ^i^0> ̂ o+«i^o)

where hQ,hlfu0,ωQ are cohomology classes of β1? a2, alb+a^b4 respectively ([6]).

8. Let L be a subspace of i42 = Z2[f1, ̂ f s j / ^ f t ί s ) generated by the classes

of £ ! , & & & # , ;&,&£..

Let <?: 4̂2 ^-L be the projection with respect to the monomial basis. Then

we have a differential ^42-comodule X=Az(g)X.

X is a differential Z2-algebra generated by au a2, β3, β4; ^i, b2; c which are

^-images of the basic elements of L.
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The following relations hold in X.

1 = a2au δc = b2a1+aibu

A basis of X is given by

where / is a word consisting of the letters aua2ia3, and k,l,m> n are non-

negative integers. Taking a filtration of X such that

we see that the asociated graded module E°X is isomorphic to the tensor

product of the cobar construction of an exterior algebra with two generators

and the minimal injective resolution for an exterior algebra with four generators.

This implies the acyclicity of X.

We come to calculate Ext ^sf2(Z2, Z2). Let Y be the subalgebra of X

generated by au a2, a3, a4, bu b2 and let I be the ideal of Y generated by \au <z2]

and az. Both Y and I are differentiable, hence Yf = YjI is a differential

algebra. X'=Y'(g)γX is isomorphic to F/(x)Z2[c] as differential F'-modules. It

is not differential algebra but it contains a differential algebra F/(x)Z2[c
2].

X' is differential module over this algebra. Moreover the submodule

I<g)X=I X of X is acyclic. A contracting homotopy is easily constructed.

Hence we have H'(X')=H {X) = Extj*r2{Z2,Z2).

Let Z' be a subalgebra of Yr generated by au a2, a4, b2. Then we have

H'(Z')=Z2[h0, hu h2,uu<u^\l{hxh2i h\9 h&^ul+hlωj by §7 where Ao, hu h2,uuω1
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are the classes of alya2yaiya2b\-\-a\b2y ^respectively.

Considering Y1 as a free (left or right) Z'-module, we can determine H*(Y').

It is a quotient of Z2[/z05 hu h2, uu υy ω05 ω^\ by the ideal generated by hohu hxh2y

h2

oh2+hi, h3

2f hxV+hohl, h2

2v+houu h2v
2-\rh\ux,v

iJrh\ωι,u\Jrh\ωι, h2uuvu1 where vy

ωQ are the classes of α ^ + α A , b{-\-a\b2 respectively. Considering X' as a free

F'-module, we can determine H%(X). The cup products in H'(X') are induced

by the multiplication of X.

Ext J^(Z2, Z2) is generated by the following cohomology classes.

Class in Ext Bidegree Representation in X

h0

h2

a2

(1,1)

(1,2)

(1,4)

(4,12)

(4,24)

(8,56)

(3,11)

(3,15)

(3,18)

(4, 18)

(4,21)

(5, 30)

(7,39)

ax

a2

a,

b\

c8

alc+aAbz+albt

aiC

2+bl

alc'+a^+a^c+blt

(aφl+alb2)c+blbl

a7

The following relations hold, and all the relations in Ext J^J(Z2? Z2) are

induced by them.

&0/*i = 0, M 2 = 0, h\h2 = hl,hQh2

2= 0, h\ = 0 ,

= 0, hi ax = 0, h2a1 = 0, ωxax = 0,
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— 0, h2

2az~

2Q = hla0 + ωxa\,

=

These relations imply that Ext J^2{Z2, Z2) is a free Z2[ω0, α0]-module.

Remark. If we denote the Massey product by < , , >, < , , , >, we

have the following expression (Massey [7]).

ωι — <.h2) h\y hi, h2 > ,

h2

2>,

2= :< ho,hl9h2,h
2

2>,

3 = < hl9hi9 h2

2,h2>,

4 = < h0, hu a2 >=</zo> hi, h2

2f hx >,
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<x5 — < h2, hl9 a2 > = < h0> hu a3 > = < hQ, h2

2, h2, h\ > ,

«6 = < hlyh2,<ϋ1>

αr? = <C colf h2, a1 > .
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